EBooks have complicated issues surrounding access, purchasing, and price.

We value transparency and want you to know what these issues are and how they affect your access to eBooks.

Winfield Public Library
05291 Winfield Rd.
Winfield, IL 60190
www.winfield.lib.il.us
(650) 655-7599

EBOOK QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Can I use my Winfield Library card to check out eBooks from other libraries?

Although you can use your Winfield Library card to check out physical books from almost any public library in Illinois, the same is not true of eBooks. eBook providers like OverDrive charge libraries based on their population, so libraries have to restrict eBook access to only their own patrons.

Fortunately, we are part of an eBook consortium of 24 libraries, so our patrons have access to many more eBooks than we could purchase on our own.

How does the library decide which eBooks to purchase?

EBooks are purchased in two ways. The consortium we’re part of, eMediaLibrary, purchases books that patrons from all 24 member libraries can access.

Winfield Library also purchases titles that only our own patrons can access. We purchase titles based on the amount of holds our patrons have placed, as well as cost per book, and what position our patron is on hold. We also purchase titles based on recommendations.

Why can’t the library purchase more copies of eBooks?

EBook prices for libraries are different than prices for individuals. Libraries pay much more for each copy, and there are many restrictions. See the chart on the right for more details.

Winfield Library is committed to using our resources responsibly while still fulfilling the reading needs of our community.

"The Big 5" Publishers' Pricing & Restrictions

HACHETTE
List price: $29 / Library print cost: $16
Library eBook price: $65
Access expires after 24 months.
Sample author: James Patterson

HARPER COLLINS
List price: $29 / Library print cost: $16
Library eBook price: $29
Access expires after 26 checkouts.
Sample author: Daniel Silva

PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE
List price: $29 / Library print cost: $17
Library eBook price: $55
Access expires after 24 months.
Sample author: John Grisham

SIMON & SCHUSTER
List price: $29 / Library print cost: $17
Library eBook price: $39-$53
Access expires after 24 months.
Sample author: Stephen King

MACMILLAN
List price: $29 / Library print cost: $17
Starting November 1, 2019:
Libraries may order only 1 copy (for $50) in the first 8 weeks after release. Additional copies will be $60 and may checkout 52 times or for 24 months, whichever comes first.
Sample author: Nora Roberts